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This document is organized in two parts. Part one contains an essay 

entitled,  “A New Humanitarian Domesticity: Reconceptualizing Socially 

Just Architecture and Urbanism and Its Manifestation in the Home.” 

This essay encapsulates a range of themes regarding social issues facing 

architecture and urbanism, and proposes a re-thinking of the role of the 

home to respond, but also catalyze new forms of humane living amidst 

these conditions. The concepts presented are an amalgam of seminar, 

studio, and research topics explored during the completion of my Master 

of Science in Advanced Architectural Design at Cornell University, in the 

College of Architecture, Art, and Planning.

Part two contains a graphic sampling of project work created during this 

same time period in an “Appendix of Projects”. These projects include a 

range of type, scale, and processes of creation. I recapitulate themes from 

the essay in part one, as a retrospective reflection and means of analysis to 

shed new light on these completed projects.



In an increasingly globalized world, it is far too simplistic to see the value of 

the home just as a laboratory for speculation on the future of living. More 

realistically, a significant percentage of the global population live in homes 

in which basic subsistence is more engendered in the nature of dwelling 

than any futuristic incubator of idealism. Thus, there is a discordance 

in using the home as a device to speculate about the future, when the 

home, at present, is hardly a stable and equitable reality for much of the 

world. The home may indeed still be the last and “only possible site of art 

production left to architecture,” (Colomina) but it is not in the way the 

modernists imagined it to be. To truly speculate about the future of living 

requires acknowledgment about the real social, economic, and ecological 

vulnerabilities facing the way we dwell today, and how we expect to dwell 

in the future. This acknowledgment in tandem with a reconceptualizing 

of how “socially just” architecture and urbanism manifests in the 21st 

century and onwards, will provide a better platform to speculate on what 

it means to dwell within a complex world of vulnerability and inequity.
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-----

“For architects the house has the appeal of the experiment. In smaller, 

more compact and controlled situations, it becomes possible to speculate. 

The house becomes a laboratory for ideas. And for that reason, it may 

be the only possible site of art production left to architecture - the rest is 

decorated infrastructure.”

“The city can never be separated from domestic space. What goes on in 

the public square shapes the domestic space that seems to be detached 

from it, and vice versa.”

-Beatriz Colomina, The Exhibitionist House

-----

“Our house…is our first universe, a real cosmos in every sense of the word”

-Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space

-----

The context in which Beatriz Colomina was positing the home as the 

incubator of new architectural ideas was one of reflection on modernity 

at the brink of a new millennium. Colomina viewed the early modernist’s 

explorations in dwelling throughout the 20th century as an indicator of 

A New Humanitarian 
Domesticity
Reconceptualizing Socially Just Architecture 
and Urbanism and Its Manifestation in the Home
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the relevancy of the home. Indeed, the home embodied a scale feasible 

enough to have “the appeal of the experiment”- essentially a laboratory 

to play out scenarios based on larger urban discourses about the changes 

in life from industrialization through the modern epoch. Colomina was 

correct to suggest that the line between the public, urban life and the 

interior, domestic life is hazy at best, one of reciprocity and influence, as 

we, the social actors of both worlds, navigate seamlessly between the two. 

However, Colomina’s acclaim for the home was rooted in the value that 

20th century art collectors, lifestyle publishers, and architectural patrons 

placed on the dwelling as a place of experiment for all the bright possible 

future prospects of new forms of living.

Home: The First and Last Frontier for Architecture

 

In an increasingly globalized world- one that, even in the two decades since 

Colomina’s observations, has shifted dramatically- it is far too simplistic 

to see the value of the home just as a laboratory for speculation on the 

future of living. More realistically, a significant percentage of the global 

population live in homes in which basic subsistence is more engendered 

in the nature of dwelling, than any futuristic incubator of idealism. Thus, 

there is a discordance in using the home as a device to speculate about 

the future, when the home, at present, is hardly a stable and equitable 

reality for much of the world. The fact that, according to the World 

Bank in 2000, two years after Colomina’s article The Exhibitionist House,  

nearly 40% of the world’s population lived in slums should be a figure 

that begs the question of how we re-envision the home as an incubator 

of architectural production in recognition of this vast disparity in living 

conditions.1 The home may indeed still be the last and “only possible 

site of art production left to architecture”, but it is not in the way the 
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modernists imagined it to be. To truly speculate about the future of living 

requires acknowledgment about the real social, economic, and ecological 

vulnerabilities facing the way we dwell today, and how we expect to dwell 

in the future. This acknowledgment in tandem with a reconceptualizing 

of how “socially just” architecture and urbanism manifests in the 21st 

century and onwards, will provide a better platform to speculate on what 

it means to dwell within a complex world of vulnerability and inequity.

Externalized and Internalized Factors of Change

The problems facing the domestic realm are two-fold; they are a push 

and pull between exterior factors and interior factors. At the exterior 

there is increasing displacement and huge migration flows due to war, 

violence, and climate change. There is also increasing urbanization fueled 

by globalization and capitalism; the UN projects that by 2050, over two-

thirds of the world population will live in urbanized areas.2  This shift leads 

to rapid gentrification, housing shortages, and a widening gap between 

the equitable share of existing resources within cities. These external 

factors are shaping the nature of the urban realm, but inevitably they 

also shape the domestic realm. The exterior changes of modernization 

and globalization have deep impact on our interior worlds and manifest 

within the spaces of the home. These interior worlds develop in tandem 

with exterior factors, echoing the same calls for sustainable equity.

The impact of the rapid shifts in urbanization and modernization on 

the stability of home life and tradition is not unique to our generation. 

Throughout the history of literature, psychology, and art, scientists 

and artists alike have grappled with evolving urban landscapes, often 

attempting to dissect the resultant existential crises experienced by the 
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individual. Sigmund Freud defines melancholy as an inability to reconcile 

loss.3       Freud was developing a definition for the pathology of melancholy 

in reaction to the rapid industrialization synonymous with the late 1800s 

and the turn of the 20th century. This definition embodies a reaction 

to a loss of a way of life due to urbanization. However, this notion of 

rapid change of the exterior world and its effect on the interior psyche is 

only reinforced in the myriad ways our contemporary times are changing 

amidst the even more hyper-rapidly globalizing era of our 21st century 

epoch. The melancholy observed by Freud is a reaction to change, loss, 

and ephemerality that undermines our preconceived notion of life, and as 

an extension, our notion of home. Thus, the interior worlds created and 

manifested within the domestic space are part and parcel of the exterior 

conditions of the urban realm. However, the effects of these changes take 

on different challenges within the realm of dwelling. Gender identity, the 

women’s role in the home, the future of work and tele-working, and the 

shift toward new flexible co-living arrangements are examples of shifting 

attitudes toward dwelling that have developed amidst new reflections on 

what it means to live and adapt to change in the current era.

Humanitarian Responses

In response to more acute crises of housing (i.e. disaster relief housing, 

homeless and temporary housing, refugee housing, slum rehabilitation, 

low-income housing), myriad solutions have been proposed under 

the overarching notion of “humanitarian” design. While often well 

intentioned, many of these designs fail to propose solutions that elevate 

the conditions of the inhabitants past the same systems of inequality 

from which the original problems arose. Indeed, many humanitarian 

designs concede that, to feasibly achieve anything, there must be a level 
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of acceptance and compliance with the existing economic and political 

structures already in place.

The housing projects of Alejandro Aravena’s office, Elemental, provide 

case studies in extracting the intentions of social housing, the realistic 

economic conditions of building said housing, and the actual success of 

these types of approaches in their ability to instill sustainable prosperity in 

the realm of social equity. Elemental’s half-a-good-house project Quinta 

Monroy in Iquique, Chile proposes that, with limited funds, rather than 

building one small home, the same money can be used to build half a 

“good” home. Relying on the entrepreneurial spirit and local construction 

knowledge of the community that is already accustomed to incremental 

self-building (as observed in the slums and informal settlements), the 

proposal suggests that providing the half of the home that is more 

difficult to self-build will be a catalyst for residents to take ownership and 

generate value from the self-construction process of the second half of 

the home. In this way Elemental posits that you can use “housing as a 

tool to overcome poverty and not just shelter against the environment.”4 

There are many positive aspirations of this approach- it empowers the 

inhabitant, proposes methods of ongoing labor employment in the 

self-building processes, and facilitates a means of ownership capital to 

some communities that would otherwise be pushed even farther to the 

periphery of the city in order to afford any sort of shelter. But within 

this intention, there also lies something inherently short-sighted in the 

unquestioned consent to economic factors at the expense of social equity. 

Architect and urbanist Camillo Boano of The Bartlett Development 

Planning Unit critiques that the half-a-good-house model does not 

challenge a rethinking of social housing, but rather becomes complicit in 

neoliberal structures that externally dictate what the poor deserve: 
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Boano goes on to suggest that there may be nothing inherently wrong 

about the solutions proposed by Elemental to immediately elevate the 

welfare of the community, and indeed they bring attention to architectural 

ideas that are attempting to address larger social issues. However, as noted 

by Boano, these solutions lie more in the realm of economic schemes 

rather than architectural projects to be lauded for their exemplary design. 

This further begs question, why should the design of a house for the poor 

be any different than a design for a house for the rich? If the answer seems 

simple, and is purely an economic one, then perhaps as architects we are 

not thinking radically enough. Boano recognizes these limits, “As slaves 

of the capital and neoliberal ideology, architecture cannot advance much 

more than what Aravena has already done. That’s the limit of dignity 

under the neoliberal rule for social housing, which we need to break for 

the sake of both architecture, its inhabitants and our self-confidence 

as practitioners.”6 Thus, as architects, if we are to speculate on how to 

Considering the global failure of neoliberal ideologies, policies 

and cultures in developing a better social life, the role of 

architecture in this process cannot be underestimated, especially 

because it is precisely through spatial production that capital 

reproduces itself, and it is through the profitable aims of the 

construction industry that architecture has been reduced to a 

solely elemental condition, rather than an exploration capable 

of producing “architecture at its best”. Profit, not quality, is the 

aim of neoliberalism, which is why the way in which Aravena 

develops social housing is just perfect: half houses obtained 

with public funding to activate cycles of capital accumulation 

and urbanize so to prepare the field for soon-to-come, better 

profitable real estate developments.5
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liberate the limits of dignity in the way we live and dwell, we must not 

be complicit in proposing housing solutions that are measured by the 

same merits of neoliberal economic success. Rather, we should strive for a 

more humanistic metric, one that radically extricates itself from previous 

measures of social good.      

The Oxford English Dictionary defines humanitarian as: “Concerned 

with humanity as a whole; seeking to promote human welfare as a primary 

or pre-eminent good; acting, or disposed to act, on this basis rather than 

for pragmatic or strategic reasons.”7  When this term is invoked in the 

realm of design, often the first half of the definition is most emphasized, 

offering the prevailing guidance: seeking to promote welfare. However, 

the subtle supplement of the second half of this definition is rarely adhered 

to: “to act, on this basis rather than for pragmatic or strategic reasons”. 

Inherent in this definition is the dichotomy of intent and execution 

that has not yet been solved in humanitarian architectural pursuits. 

The solution proposed by Aravena, or any number of well-intentioned 

solutions for social housing, are relying on their design pragmatism, their 

strengths measured on the strategic navigation of economic obstacles. 

However, if we focus on achieving welfare through (and at the mercy of) 

pragmatism and strategy rather than on basis of welfare with no caveats, 

we risk missing the intention of a humanitarian approach all together.

The second misinterpreted portion of the definition of humanitarian 

is in the interpretation of the word “welfare”. Previous humanitarian 

solutions for social housing projects that focus on externally determined 

notions of “good “or “equity” do little to provide an ongoing localized 

solution to community-specific problems. These externally determined 

prerequisites for welfare- from fair housing, proper nutrition, health 
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care access, etc. are in themselves already curtailed efforts, determined by 

globalized notions of equity rather than community-based specific needs. 

At their best, they provide upgraded facilities, exposure of a problematic 

condition, and temporary relief. At their worst they fall into neoliberal 

schemes that offer little opportunity for communities to emerge from 

oppressive systems of reliance and exploitation.

Beyond determining the economic impacts, social equity, and ecological 

responsibility of humanitarian projects, how do we evaluate the merit 

of the actual architecture? When examining these projects that purport 

to solve myriad complex problems outside merely architectonic and 

spatial constraints, it is nearly impossible to evaluate the success of the 

design. In many of these situations, dealing with limited funds and 

resources translates to devoting provisions towards solutions that first 

address the economic concerns, eschewing and stripping down all things 

viewed as non-essential. However, as we examine the notion of the 

home, the changing definition of dwelling, and the increasingly varied 

and personalized ways humans dwell in this era, we come to realize it 

is nearly impossible to define a distilled idea of “essential,” much less 

one that is globally applicable. The way we dwell becomes increasingly 

nuanced, culturally specific, and ephemeral. Thus, the definition of 

“humanitarian” solutions in architecture must follow suit. There can 

be no global definition of what humanitarian architecture is. Rather, 

I advocate for a reconceptualizing of the term- focusing on a localized 

vision of humanitarian architecture, acknowledging the multi-faceted 

interior and exterior experiences of equity, and liberated from the binds 

of the accepted notions of economic pragmatism.
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A New Humanitarian Domesticity

With a clarified definition of humanitarian design, we can begin to 

reconceptualize the notion of what socially just architecture and 

urban design translates to in the realm of the domestic space. Beyond 

conceptualizing housing schemes that define methods of pragmatic 

self-building, unrealized flexibility, income-generation, or resource 

accessibility, architects should endeavor to define what intrinsically 

architectural aspects contribute to a more equitable definition of 

domesticity. It is at this junction that we can move away from the notion 

of a humanitarian approach to providing housing and endeavor to define 

what becomes a humane approach to facilitating living. Within this call 

is also a recognition that any attempt to define these characteristics must 

be further tuned to the nuances of place and context, specific to any 

project or community. However, as architects we can begin to postulate 

the questions that would drive this new humanitarianism and allow 

architectural solutions to arise from this interrogation.

The following five questions provide a framework for reconceptualizing a 

humanitarian approach to dwelling that  emphasizes the humane without 

compromise. While the questions may probe our conceptions on larger 

scale issues facing the future of design and architecture, the intent is to 

use these broader questions to inform the idea of dwelling as a verb- a 

complex act of living, versus dwelling as a noun- a rationalized notion of 

proper housing.

How is welfare defined in regard to domesticity?

If a reconceptualized notion of humanitarian design must focus on 

welfare above all else, architects must ask the question: “what defines 
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welfare in regard to domesticity?” The broad definition of welfare 

espouses, health, happiness, and prosperity. Within this definition is an 

allusion to wellbeing- both physical and mental, as well as the concept 

of thriving, forward movement. If we were to examine welfare of a city 

or economy, we may paint a picture that favors employment, purchase 

and consumption of goods, or extended life expectancy. However, at the 

domestic scale, when examining the welfare of one home, these globally 

applied metrics do not exclusively translate. Physical and mental well-

being at the domestic scale invokes more intangible metrics: comfort, 

safety, belonging, memory, and sustenance. In this case, the welfare of a 

society- as measured by economic prosperity, cannot be funneled down 

to the scale of a home, because, inevitably, the welfare of a society is 

distributed in non-equitable ways, and thus experienced differently in any 

individual home.

Who are the most vulnerable individuals in our communities?

Architects are often called to design provisions or housing solutions 

in response an event that severely and negatively affects one group 

or community. This event can range on the more catastrophic side- 

thousands of people displaced due to hurricane, refugees fleeing an 

imminently threatening war, or more commonplace realities of urban 

life- gentrification, or the displacement of homes and businesses due to a 

new development. For the most vulnerable individuals in the community, 

their vulnerability is not derived as a result of these events. Rather, these 

events reveal an existing vulnerability already instilled through often 

multi-decade apparatuses of inequality. Thus, as designers, humanitarian 

housing solutions must not be defined in their adequate response to 

a catalyzing event, rather they should be measured by the ability of all 

ongoing design solutions that, across a range of projects, demonstrate 
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a commitment to holistically addressing these existing vulnerable 

communities. Furthermore, proposed designs must postulate what long-

term sustainability could mean at the domestic scale for these vulnerable 

communities. The latter requires a nuanced inquiry back into these 

intangible metrics of domestic welfare: safe and comfortable interior 

worlds. Despite this seemingly vague aspiration, this inquiry may be most 

in the realm of what architecture can ensure. While architecture may not 

be able to dictate the sustainable economic prosperity of a neighborhood, 

it can control quality, durability, and sensitive design at the human scale. 

The architectonic tools of light, visibility, and spatial generosity may be 

the basic skills of design to which architects must return. These are the 

tools to re-manifest a humane approach to living. Returning to these tools 

as a starting point of design will do more to facilitate a new humanitarian 

dignity than using models of spatial optimization and value appreciation 

potential.

What is an ecologically equitable approach to domesticity?

Sustainable equity expands far beyond solely ecological concerns. When 

we think of combating climate change and the effects on the poor, this 

pursuit can tend to focus on ecological impacts such as pollution, carbon 

emissions, the damaging effects of fossil fuel extraction. However, to 

focus solely on the ecological lens of sustainability would mean to not 

pay credence to the large social implications that bear weight on equity. 

Efforts to mitigate the effect on a changing climate on the most vulnerable 

communities propose solutions that endeavor to remove the most 

impending threat. This threat may be perceived as a polluted water source, 

and excess of waste accumulation, a fallow food supply, or an adjacency to 

a flood-prone area. However, merely considering the ecological impacts 
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of these impending dangers and attempting to resolve them in a single 

responsorial solution, shrouds some of the larger issues underlying these 

conditions. Rather than addressing a fallow farmland with immediate 

provisions for subsistence, designers should inquire as to how foreign 

interventions into the agricultural practices of the native communities 

contributed to diminished land and resources in the first place. How have 

external pushes toward production created now inescapable relationships 

of dependency of small nations on larger nations to continue to fuel 

relenting supply and demand and import-export relations?

While designers should attempt to narrow down solutions to 

accommodate nuance and cultural specificity, it should only come 

in tandem with a broadened recognition of the initial problems and 

asymmetries of power that have contributed to inequality. These broader 

asymmetries are in fact the social and economic components of equity that 

exacerbates and exploits already fragile ecological balances. Solutions that 

propose housing creation or rehabilitation in communities inflicted by 

these dynamics must first acknowledge a much larger scale of inequality.

What is the role of personal identity in domesticity?

The possibilities created at the hands of globalization are seemingly endless 

in the worlds of technology, communication, and finance. However, the 

impact of globalization has a more limiting reality in the domestic realm. 

In an increasingly globalized society, myriad definitions of home may 

unintentionally lead to a narrowing of the definition, or the emergence 

of a singular most entrenched notion of what it means to dwell. Such a 

narrowed definition may exclude lifestyles or dictate what space should 

appeal to certain types of people, falling back on preconditioned binaries 
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of male versus female roles in the household, notions of working versus 

leisure, or measures of prosperity versus austerity. Thus, explorations into 

the nature of dwelling, especially from a humanitarian lens must offer 

a more discerning definition of home. There must be a built-in priority 

for safety and flexibility that acknowledges that even this more nuanced 

definition may vary from home to home within even the smallest 

communities. Critical to imbuing the home with a sense of dignity 

transcends a responsorial approach to what is needed to live safely and 

humanely. In envisioning a home for a marginalized or at risk community, 

there must be a notion of positive future aspiration. The home cannot 

simply triage the current pains of the inhabitant. With sensitivity and 

recognition of the idiosyncratic, the home should impart and facilitate a 

hope for how the individual may continue to dwell and thrive.

Architecture that employs flexibility and plasticity is one response that 

designers have invoked in various communal living formats. These 

schemes tend to create open space that can be modulated through building 

new elements or manipulating existing elements as a means of facilitating 

responsive design. However, the affordances of the architecture in these 

cases is primarily an affordance of space or adjacency. Architecture should 

propose what new affordances can better support a new humanitarian 

focus on welfare. What affordances equate to increased safety or comfort, 

or variable definitions of leisure and work? What can we enact from our 

tools of design, beyond spatial planning, that can begin to suggest more 

heterogeneous definitions of living? In the most acute conditions, such 

as refugee housing, or homeless centers, current humanitarian responses, 

leave little room for this plastic notion of affordance, relying on a limited 

definition of basic resources for living.
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What is a home?

To return to question of welfare of the home, we revisit those intangible 

qualities earlier identified: comfort, safety, belonging, memory, and 

sustenance. Acknowledging these qualities are different for any individual 

in a specific culture, context, or personal condition, we rather must shift 

the question to what architecture can do to afford these qualities. How can 

a home allow for the specific needs of comfort or safety to be enacted when 

desired and required most by the inhabitant? We have identified a number 

of large-scale urban issues present in today’s ever globalized world. We 

have asked architects to have broader recognition of the social dimensions 

of welfare both inside and outside the home to propose more sustainable 

solutions to equitable and humane designs for living. Furthermore, we 

hope in postulating about these conditions, that we inspire solutions that 

do not yield to the existing structures of inequality or merely propose 

pragmatic economic evaluations of “best case scenarios” given limited 

resources. Rather, we implore a new humanitarian architecture that does 

not relinquish the power of design as a tool for restoring equity, not just a 

tool for managing economic realities.

A call for a new humanitarian architecture thus, may eschew the modifier 

of “humanitarian” in front of the word architecture altogether. In 

focusing the efforts of design on welfare, and not conceding to simply 

pragmatic economic solutions, architecture is returning to its most basic 

tectonic state.  Proposals for a new humanitarian architecture contain a 

duality- a broad recognition of the effect of neoliberal economic drivers in 

their contribution to inequality, but a hyper-focused zoomed in process 

of determining the nuanced interior and exterior lives of the inhabitants. 

Thus, these solutions may not be able to be deployed in mass, replicated 
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quantity. There may be no template for what a basic unit of “essential” 

components comprise a home. Rather, it is a call to all architects to recall 

the architectonic tools and, at the same time, to hold an incredibly zoomed-

in and nuanced view of spatial equity of the home, simultaneously with 

a broadened view of social, economic, and ecological equity of the urban 

realm. The intersection of this dialectic is not a question of economics 

but is an intrinsically architectural question of dignified domesticity and 

an opportunity to carve at a new humane approach to living.

The Humane Home: A New Speculation

To consider a humane approach to living, we can perhaps return to 

Colomina: “For architects the house has the appeal of the experiment… it 

becomes possible to speculate. The house becomes a laboratory for ideas.” 

If we are to embrace the real considerations of equitable living in 

today’s world, we may not need to eschew the notion of the home as a 

laboratory for speculation all together. Rather, what needs to shift is the 

motivations behind our speculation, the focus of the ideas we generate 

in this hypothetical laboratory. Speculations on the future of living 

cannot merely assume a hegemonic ideal standard of living. It must 

accommodate recognition of inequity and compensate this recognition 

with more radical proposals to re-balance and re-level the playing field. 

These radical proposals will not come by the way of rationalized economic 

thinking. They can only truly emerge when architects refuse to concede 

the aspirations of just living, regardless of person, place, or transience.
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The projects that follow represent a range of explorations 

completed during the extent of my Master of Science in Advanced 

Architectural Design at Cornell University, in the College of 

Architecture, Art, and Planning.

Thought not exhaustively or directly, these projects represent a 

sampling of studies that can inform the postulation phase of a 

new humanitarian approach to domesticity. As a retrospective 

reflection on my past work, I am using the f ive-question 

framework proposed in the previous essay to examine what 

aspects of these completed projects have relevancy or shed new 

light on how to reconceptualize socially just architecture and 

urbanism. Recognizing that these project types range in scale and 

implementation beyond the domestic realm will help to ground 

the argument that much can be derived from the community, 

urban, and global scale, to forge a better understand on their 

impact on and implications at the scale of the dwelling.

Appendix of Projects
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Greenmo

Second Life of a Beach Chair

Re-Routing/ Re-Rooting

Sandcastle

Universum Carousel Journey

Fig. 01-07

Fig. 08-13

Fig. 14-20

Fig. 21-30

Fig. 31-42
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Greenmo

How is welfare defined in regard to domesticity?
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Greenmo is an augmented reality mobile application that enables the local East 

Harlem residents to gain virtual currency “coins” that can subsequently be spent 

at the neighborhood market or traded with other users. Users can gain coins 

through various forms of neighborhood engagement. The daily value of the coin 

is dependent on th ecological health of the local neighborhood for the day. Thus 

residents are incentivized to utilize greener transportation, reduce their daily 

environmental impact, and engage the community as means of augmenting the 

value of their Greenmo Coin.

The intent of this project was to try to answer two questions: How can a localized 

digital platform facilitate neighborhood wellness? and subsequently: How can this 

participatory economy revitalize East Harlem? The questions arose from a study 

of the food deserts that exist, even within a wealthy metropolis such as Manhattan. 

Localizing these areas, the project questions the role of food access as a contribution 

to daily welfare. To go a step beyond food access, Greenmo suggests that a network 

of feedback systems can create engagement across interlinked measures of health 

and well-being. Included in this system are aspects of transportation, ecology,  

bottom-up economies, and neighborhood and community enrichment and 

involvement. The welfare of the community thus holds a reciprocal relationship 

with the individual’s experience and participation as well. The notion of food 

access, a daily necessity, becomes folded into a larger communal effort to enrich 

the neighborhood.
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Fig. 1:
Ecosystem of the Greenmo 

Augmented Reality App

Greenmo
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Fig. 2:
Volunteering at the 
community garden can gain 
Greenmo coin

Fig. 3:
Interactive educational 
courses can be completed for 
coin credit through the app

Fig. 4:
Greenmo helps locate more 
ecological friendly transport

Summer 2019 Design Studio Project
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Fig. 5:
Using Greenmo coins to 
purchase produce at the 

grocery

Fig. 6:
Transferring Greenmo 

coins for favors done by 
friends through the app

Fig. 7:
Personal login interface 

of mobile app

Greenmo
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Second Life of a Beach Chair

What is an ecologically equitable approach to domesticity?
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This study examines the construction of a pavilion composed of recycled materials, 

or rather, utilizing materials that may be diff icult for the consumer to recycle. 

The beach chair is a great example of these material types. It is composed of a few 

dissimilar materials- powder coated steel, aluminum fasteners, plastic arm rests, 

and polyester textiles. If separated upon disposal, these materials can be recycled 

into their separate waste streams, or the metal can be re-utilized as scrap metal. 

The polyester textiles are much more diff icult to recycle and will likely be fated to 

decompose for centuries in a landf ill. As rapid production and mass consumption 

has increased, these flimsy chairs are made of less durable material, and, as a 

result, chairs are bought and disposed of in mass- often in the places they are used 

most, such as the beaches and nearby oceans, accelerating the already problematic 

pollution of plastics in today’s oceans across the world. 

This project proposes a pavilion that utilizes these different distinct materials. The 

folding mechanism integral to the chair function is maintained to enable movable 

and variable conditions of opacity. This modulation changes views or mediates 

sunlight f iltering through the pavilion wall. Studying units of materials and how 

they are composed and eventually deconstructed is essential to understanding the 

true impact of a material on the environment, and past its originally dedicated use. 

This project is part of a greater body of ecological thinking in terms of circular 

materials and diverting building material from waste streams that exacerbate an 

already taxed global network of waste removal and storage.
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Fig. 8:
Dissimilar assemblage of parts
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Fig. 9:
Top: Plan of  pavilion

Bottom:  Elevations of pavilion

Performance Space

Small Gathering

Pavilion Plan

Pavilion North  Elevation

Pavilion East Elevation Pavilion West Elevation
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Second Life of a Beach Chair
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Fig. 10:
Pavilion located on Roosevelt Island

Second Life of a Beach Chair
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Fig. 12:
Aerial view of pavilion

Fig. 11:
Pavilion unit and aggregation

angled bracket
screw/ fastener

Typical Unit Construction Adjacent Units

Pavilion Entry
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Fig. 13:
Physical mock up of 

disassembled beach chair unit

Second Life of a Beach Chair
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Re-Routing / Re-Rooting

Who are the most vulnerable individuals in our communities?
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GIS data and similar mapping systems function to provide statistical data and 

numerical output that can be referenced to geographical coordinates and cities. 

However, this data is often static, and efforts to map this data can be biased or 

incomplete. Datasets are also f inite, and paint only a picture of a single moment in 

time. However, if you take the concept of mapping and introduce the component 

of time, you can extract and infer patterns of movement and change, not originally 

captured simply from statistically mapped data. 

The origin of this study is migration, as catalyzed by conflict or threat of violence. 

Migration is the movement of people across borders: where they settle and for 

how long. Motivations for migration originate from a number of factors, personal 

and particular to each individual. The source of each individual refugee’s initial 

migration may be seemingly similar: the desire to flee from conflict and seek 

personal safety. However, their patterns of movement at every subsequent step are 

extremely varied. The routes that they take to get to a new city vary as much as 

the roots that they put down in these new locations. Using GIS data of land use, 

transportation infrastructure, and geological topography, this study explores how 

the population at three refugee sites vary through time, and ultimately how the 

seemingly hard edges and borders of the camp’s sites begins to fray and weave into 

the urban fabric of the greater Athens metropolitan region. Created is an ongoing 

push and pull between traveling along various routes, and putting down permanent 

roots. This study examines what communities of refugees are created within that 

ongoing dichotomy, and what impact this has on the built environment.
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Fig. 14:
Mindmap: seemingly oppositional forces, seemingly at odds, 
pull the refugees in either direction, yet begin to circle back 
on each other, creating cyclical waves of flow and stasis

Fall 2019 GIS Mapping Seminar
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Asking the question, “who are the most vulnerable individuals in our communities? 

may provide an immediate and obvious answer. Though their existence is easily 

acknowledged, these individuals operate shrouded, on the fringes of our social and 

economic lives. While the scale of the refugee crisis is more acute in a country such 

as Greece, the same struggles of migration exist globally. This project identif ies 

overtly the most vulnerable individual: the refugee. However, what it attempts 

to map, is how motivation, circumstance, and flow influence the path of the 

refugee. It further acknowledges that these paths in turn affect the urban fabric- 

the cultures, traditions, and the physical built environments.

The use of GIS data, census information, UNHCR statistics, and geographical 

time lapse speculation, are the tools enacted to better understand and represent 

the flow of the refugee and the reciprocal relationship of the individual on the 

city and vice versa. Three refugee camps, or temporary “homes” were compared 

to better understand access and mobility afforded to the refugees living in these 

temporary camps. In this comparison, initial observations are extracted that call 

to question the notion of home and temporal location. How can a humanitarian 

approach to a refugee camp even begin to be achieved when a camp is cast off to 

the periphery of a city- hidden, inaccessible, and unwelcoming of integration with 

the local community? Before we can even question the affordances of architecture 

we must weigh the humanity of relegating the most vulnerable to places that will 

only exacerbate their powerlessness.

Re-Routing / Re-Rooting
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Fig. 15:
Proximal relation of the three camps across 
the greater Athens metropolitan region

Fall 2019 GIS Mapping Seminar
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Fig. 16:
From top to bottom, population growth over time in  Skaramagas  

Dock, Eleonas Camp, and City Plaza Hospitality House

Re-Routing / Re-Rooting
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Fig. 17:
Transportation infrastructure and 
topography across the three sites

Fall 2019 GIS Mapping Seminar
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Fig. 18:
Density and population dispersion 

across the three camps compared

Re-Routing / Re-Rooting
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Fig. 19:
Zoomed in view of altered 
routes and public spaces

Fall 2019 GIS Mapping Seminar
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Fig. 20:
Re-imagined connecting fabric 

of the city.

Re-Routing / Re-Rooting
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Sandcastle

What is the role of personal identity in domesticity?
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The desire of this project is to emphasize the relationship of the research and study 

of physical books with an ascending journey toward knowledge. This is expressed 

in the volume of a library that wraps the dwelling spaces, springing from a shared 

entry, but lifting off the ground and terminating in an elevated reading room that 

is suspended over and oriented toward the water to the north. The dwelling space 

is cradled by the wrapping library, and consists of two living quarters, one for 

the full-time keeper of the collection, and one for the visitor. The intent of the 

relationship between these two programs and the two volumes is to juxtapose the 

more daily activities of dwelling, with the more ceremonial procession of studying 

rare books. The paradox that is in play during this progression is a momentary 

def iance of the physical volume of a book, heavy, weighted and connected to the 

earth. Transcending this physical weight, the visitor to the library, carrying the 

books ever higher, exchanges the objective act of reading for the more spiritual 

procession of elevated learning. There are only two small moments where the 

distinction between the dwelling space and the library space is not held sacred. 

This comes in the form of two small incisions through the thickened wall between 

the two programs and distinctive volumes. In these limited moments of linkage 

there are framed openings that allow the daily life of the dwelling spaces to bear 

witness to someone utilizing the library and vice versa. It is these moments of 

unexpected witness that create a blurred sense of nature, dwelling, and knowledge, 

momentarily linking all three to one another.
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Fig. 21:
Site plan

Sandcastle
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Fig. 22:
Ground floor plan
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Fig. 23:
Unrolled section through ceremonial 

progression through the library volume
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Fig. 24:
West section axonometric

Fall 2019 Design Studio Project
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Fig. 25:
South section axonometric

Sandcastle
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Fig. 26:
Left to right: View looking into dining space from interior 

courtyard, view looking out from dining space through 
courtyard beyond, view in reading roomSandcastle
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Fig. 27:
Left to right: Exterior view  looking south, view of interior courtyard 

space, approach through the tree grove from the south

Sandcastle
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Fig. 28:
Physical model of overall form

Fall 2019 Design Studio Project
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Fig. 29:
Physical model of overall form

Sandcastle
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Fig. 30:
Library archive room for rare books.

Fall 2019 Design Studio Project
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This project did not attempt to overtly address social or political issues. It did not 

assert an opinion on our ecological crises. Nor did it propose a re-framing of the 

relationship between urban and rural. Rather, this home intended to imbue those 

considerations in less explicit expressions. The extensive space given to a ceremonial 

approach toward research and reading in itself championed knowledge. That this 

knowledge wraps and protects the home is as symbolic as it is physically fortif ied. 

The careful incisions between the two worlds- the quotidian and the academic 

suggests that there is much to be borrow from each realm that can inform one’s 

general pursuit toward knowledge. The skinny arms of the dwellings dematerialize 

as they reach out toward the water, suggesting that nature, at some point, can take 

over what is built.

In these small ways, positions on living are being asserted. Values and priorities 

are being negotiated. What this project suggests is that claiming a position from 

the onset of a project may have no more realized effect than actively embedding 

the intentions within the actual architecture. It is this embedded nature of the 

architecture that is actually experience by the inhabitant. They will never re-read 

and belabor the project brief, that expounds the aspirations of the design. The 

lived-in conditions of the space must carry the intentions of the design. When 

they suggest an atypical form of library- over-extended, circuitous, ceremonial- 

the architecture is asserting a position on living. It is forging a desire to facilitate 

and to capture the unique multitude of moments that make up our daily lives.

Sandcastle
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Universum Carousel Journey

What is a home?
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Universum Carousel Journey is the name of the studio and practice taught by 

Jan De Vylder and Kana Arioka. It encompasses the notion of designing and 

understanding architecture through making, meandering, and meaning. The 

intention of this studio was to discover new insights on ways of living, and use 

those insights to facilitate the design of fragments of space, eventually composed 

into an entire architectural whole.

This studio was organized in two movements. Movement one asked students to 

analyze three precedent homes in three different contexts: an American home, a 

Belgian home, and a Japanese home. Using this analysis, for the second movement 

the task was to design a home inspired by one context, but placed in another. 

For my project, I transcribed aspects of the American home I studied, a shingle 

style home from the late 1800s, into the Japanese neighborhood of Uehara. In 

approaching the design in the second movement, we were encouraged to work 

from the inside to the outside: f irst considering one corner or detail of the house, 

and letting that cascade into a series of corner conditions, and eventually  into the 

composition of the entire home. We were asked to not only envision, but to write 

about the lives of the characters that would live in this space. Through making, 

and analyzing meaning- and meandering between the two- the project re-tools 

aspects of architecture that are often compartmentalized into their individual 

signif icance; “structure” vs “program” vs “material,” no longer have these distinct 

borders that separate them. Instead, we are encouraged to understand how these 

expressions of architecture become blurred, and all part of one unif ied experience 

of the space. 
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Fig 31:
Southwest elevation and  

engawa space

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig 32:
Interior view of the 
writer’s study 

Spring 2020 Design Studio Project
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Fig 33:
Exterior perspective of entry 
corner and northwest facade

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig 34:
Top - Ground floor plan
Bottom- Basement plan

Spring 2020 Design Studio Project
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Fig 35:
Top - Third floor plan

Bottom- Second floor plan

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig 36:
Interior view of the third floor 
look-out space

Spring 2020 Design Studio Project
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Fig 37:
Conceptual axonometric of 

anomaly characteristics

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig 38:
Section perspective through 
anomalies

Spring 2020 Design Studio Project
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Fig 39:
Interior view of bath and 

bedroom spaces

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig. 40:
Exterior photos of 1:20 scale model

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig. 41:
Interior photos of 1:20 scale model

Universum Carousel Journey
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Fig. 42:
Northwest elevation and main entry

Spring 2020 Design Studio Project
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The process of designing in this project involved an intimate understanding of the 

conditions of daily life for the inhabitants. Imagining and designing the character  

of the space was only possible when intricately imagining the character of the 

people that would live in this space. In giving these inhabitants lives, and feelings, 

and memories, it was easier to imagine the way they would live, and the space 

that would best serve their life. Often, we design in the opposite direction- and 

hope that the space created facilitates life. Rather, architects should be challenged 

to think about how life creates space. This process asks how we can imagine 

that space can be crafted around an experience, even an ephemeral one. This 

endeavor encapsulate two very distinct realities- the inevitable intimacy in which 

we experience our home, and conversely the expansive potential in which our 

home can become our universe. The home can be the point from which all other 

experiences of the world spring; it can be the place where we forge our identity 

before emerging into the world. It is also the place where we retreat from the 

world to re-envision our preferred reality. Thus it is f itting that we pull from 

the world, from different contexts and cities, a plethora of information and lived 

experiences. Combining those experiences provides a tapestry of moments through 

which we can meander and speculate about the processes of living. Meandering 

through these moments, we were challenged to distill the essential and identify the 

idiosyncratic. It is in this zoomed in scale, this negotiation between familiar and 

idiosyncratic, that designers can better generate designs for domesticity.

Universum Carousel Journey
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